### Lifeforce Naughty List

* Trophy Hunter Vancouver Canuck David Booth who kills for trophies only. Most hunters even don’t agree with that!

* A Kamloops zoo for imprisoning a Spirit Bear. Also the Vancouver Aquarium reaches 39 dolphin deaths and deaths of many others.

* Richmond BC Councillor Harold Steves wants mass Snow Geese Slaughter.

* US group want 84 endangered orcas and others delisted. Also whale watch companies threaten Lifeforce while we try to document boat traffic harassing orcas.

* 25th Rick Hansen Anniversary of supporting Spinal Cord Vivisection. Also UBC backs off killing sea turtles but monkeys die in experiments.

* The mass killing of Whistler Sled Dogs results in only one cruelty to animals charge and that person basically walks away. Also BC Government formed a musher association and defends the dog sled industry abuses. Business as usual.

* Cruel factory farming exposed on Canadian farm. Pigs have tails cut off, and are castrated, without anaesthesia. Also religious organizations continue to fundraise for supplying animals to poor countries. They include World Vision, Oxfam, and Plan Canada

* Coal Industry proposes to build new coal port in WA. Also, BC Westshore Coal Terminal has a freighter crash. The surrounding communities are covered with black dust. And the Vancouver Aquarium takes money from a mining polluter.

* “Pet” monkey owner who loses him at IKEA. Also the Stanley Park Petting Zoo has sent sick, dying animals to adopters and one “adopter” sold animals for slaughter.

* Mass deer kills in BC cities who complain about “dangerous” deer eating their tulips, and lettuce. Also the BC government continues their war on wildlife with a new wolf kill lottery and other wolf “management” kill plans.

### Lifeforce Nice List

* Stop Trophy Hunting campaigns with First Nations declaring no trophy hunting in the Great Bear Rainforest. Also Lifeforce offers Hunter Booth free photography and video lessons to shoot with a camera and not lethal weapons.

* Lifeforce and other experts offer to release Spirit Bear after hibernation. Also, Toronto Zoo finally will send the elephants to a sanctuary and Lifeforce proposes future zoo phase out to Toronto City Council.

* Birding popularity grows for all ages. The Steve Martin movie “The Big Year” shows the challenge of finding wildlife and a tourism attraction.

* Lifeforce photographs result in orca boat harassment fines and proves that endangered species status is justified. Also Lifeforce makes police complaint about company harassing us and more about Whale Watch Wars to come.

* 25th Rick Hansen Petition started. Also successful Stop Vivisection Canada campaign to phase out vivisection for at least 10% per year grows.

* Stop Whistler Sled Dogs Petition to phase out dogs and use ATVs and snow mobiles to pull sleds. Also, Lifeforce reaches out to man charged with the killings of the Whistler sled dogs to help.

* Vegan popularity flourishes. The W5 news show exposed inherent factory farming cruelties. In order to protect human health, animals, and stop environmental degradation we must be vegans.

* Lifeforce continues to investigate the health and ecosystem issues with coal dust from the Westshore Terminals. We had said to put a dome over it but they claim it was too expensive. Lifeforce works to keep mining polluters out of Stanley Park.

* Lifeforce continues to help ban the exotic animal slave trade. See [www.lifeforcefoundation.org](http://www.lifeforcefoundation.org)

* Grand Forks Mayor discusses No Kill plans with Lifeforce and some cities are backing off a slaughter this year.